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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM 
Since the first practical typewriter was patented in 
1868, businesses of all kinds have seen the advantages of 
this machine for office work and correspondence. As the 
typewriter becomes more valuable to business, the demand for 
skill on this machine becomes greater. The student that has 
had an opportunity to develop this skill in school has in­
creased his possibilities for employment besides his chances 
for advancement on the job. 
The use of the typewriter is not only restricted to 
organized business, but it is being used for personal corre­
spondence and homework as shown by the thousands of portable 
typewriters sold each year. 
Many hours of training are required to acquire a 
marketable ability on the typewriter. The majority of sec­
ondary schools in our country are offering some typewriting 
in their curriculums and nearly all high school graduates 
have one or two semesters of training in this subject. 
For many years students with hand difficulties have 
been guided into other fields of learning because it was 
considered impossible for them to learn to typewrite. A 
few have been accepted into the typewriting class and have 
mastered the art--some even better than the students 
a 
without handicaps. The philosophy in our democracy is to 
educate each student that appears in the general school 
population to the best of his capability. However, it seems 
that the concentration of attention has been on such types 
as the mentally superior, the mentally deficient, and the 
emotionally unstable. Attention must be given the above 
types of students, but equally important is the student 
that, for one reason or another, is physically handicapped. 
Statement of Problem 
The purpose of this paper is to assist those who are 
physically handicapped, by having use of one hand only or 
the use of both hands with physical defects, to learn to 
typewrite. It  is also hoped that through the presentation 
of this paper, a greater degree of insight will be gained 
concerning the problems of the students with hand difficul­
ties, and to present, to some degree, teachers' and stu­
dents' solutions to some of their problems. Also, this 
paper is intended to pave the way for constructive thinking 
about the various ways in which typewriting teachers of 
handicapped students may meet the challenge before them. 
Importance of the Problem 
Throughout history there has been a discrimination 
against crippled, maimed, and other handicapped persons. 
In  the ancient world, physically handicapped people 
were killed because they were a risk to the safety and eco­
nomic well-being of the group. Although the physically 
disabled were allowed to live during the Middle Ages, they 
were objects of ridicule and jesting. 
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During the Renaissance, a physical handicap was often 
confused with mental illness and the disabled were put into 
asylums. Physical and custodial care showed that a social 
interest was taking place in the eighteenth century; and, 
finally in the nineteenth century, efforts were made to 
educate the physically handicapped through public and pri­
vate schools. The goal of the twentieth century is total 
rehabilitation with the handicapped becoming self-supporting. 
Laws have been passed and rehabilitation centers have been 
established all over the United States to give training at 
the government's expense to those with sufficient recognized 
disability. 
The typewriting class in high school is a popular 
course. As cited earlier, it is an aid to securing jobs as 
well as advancing on such jobs. This realization of impor­
tance is seen not only in high school but also in adult 
evening courses. 
Little has been written on the student in typewrit­
ing with physical defects of his hands or with only one 
hand. This lack of material assistance makes it necessary 
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for teachers to develop their own specific plans in order to 
approach the work intelligently and efficiently. Most of 
the work done in this area by business educators has con­
sisted of an accumulation of trial-and-error techniques with 
no basis other than a common-sense reasonableness to the 
techniques that have been tried. 
Teaching typewriting is always an individual process 
even when the teacher has average students and a standard­
ized technique. It is much more of an individual process 
with the student with one hand or with physical defects of 
his hands. Not only must the early teaching be individual, 
the entire technique must be individualized, too. Indi­
vidual handicaps require individual solutions. 
The handicap should really be thought of as that 
of the teacher because she may not know how to adjust 
her teaching procedures to such a student, and beca�se 
of the lack of organized teaching materials to use. 
The teacher must determine how his approach will 
differ from the normal procedure. The degree of success to 
be attained will depend largely upon careful planning, 
understanding of the student, the execution of the plans on 
the part of the teacher, and the student's willingness to 
learn. The handicapped student, and the teacher, must 
believe that the typist will not be a handicap to himself or 
lE. G. Blackstone and Sofrona L. Smith, Improvement 
of I nstruction in Typewriting (New York: Prentice-Hall, 
Inc. , second edition, 1949), p. 165. 
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the teacher. The student's attitude toward his own handicap 
will be a direct reflection of the teacher's attitude toward 
him. 
Many uninformed teachers may feel that the extra 
effort of teaching a handicapped student is not worth the 
time spent on the student. If  typewriting is a great bene­
fit to everyday life and proper education, it would seem 
desirable that all should be permitted to have it. 
Thousands of members of our present society have dis­
abled hands or arms; each would be a special case in the 
typewriting room. Industry and war have added greatly to 
the number of handicaps during the past twenty years. In  
the classrooms will be found students with parts of a finger 
or one or more entire fingers missing. There may be fingers 
stiff from injury or hands that have been severely crushed, 
disfigured, or broken. 
Typewriting teachers know that a skill subject such 
as typewriting depends on muscular control, co-ordination, 
and dexterity of the fingers as well as mental ability. 
Since teachers sometimes do not want students who seem 
unlikely to be able to pass the course or that might cause 
extra effort on their part, they might discourage handi­
capped students from entering the typewriting class. 
6 
Sources of Data 
Letters were sent to several typewriter manufacturers 
for any information or materials that pertained to this 
topic. 
Information was also secured from the editors of 
typing publications from textbook publishing companies, 
business education magazines and books, and vocational reha­
bilitation literature. Correspondence with business 
teachers, direct observation, and a little personal experi­
ence have also been useful in acquiring data for this paper. 
Information from two texts for teaching typewriting to one­
handed students, One Hand Touch Typewriting, 2 and Type with 
One Hand,3 has been used considerably. Magazine articles 
were found by use of the Business Education Index. 
Definition of Terms 
Terms to be used frequently in this study are defined 
in this section. 
The term "handicapped" shall be interpreted as mean-
ing a student with some physical impairment in the use of 
2George L. Hossfield, One Hand Touch Typewriting, 
Teaneck, New Jersey, 1947. 
3Nina K. Richardson, Type with One Hand (Cincinnati, 
Ohio: South-Weste rn Publishing Company, 1946). 
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the arms , hands , or fi ngers . "Dis abled or dis abili ty" s hall 
be us ed to mean the same as handicapped. 
" Hand difficulties " s hall be interpreted as indicat­
ing any typis t with arm, hand, or finger amputations , mal­
formations , or dis abilities .  
" Home keys " s hall be us ed interchangeably wi th the 
words Guide Keys and Home Posi tion whi ch s hall mean the keys 
that are us ed as guides in the operati on of the machine. 
Keys colored in red in the Figures indicate home 
keys . 
CHAPTER II 
A SUMMARY OF "TYPE WITH ONE HAND " 
Nina K. Richardson4 has designed a text, "Type with  
One Hand, " which she thinks meets the inunediate need for 
defi nit e  outlined teaching materials and established proce­
dures. The major objective is to provide the one-handed 
person with  a keyboard approach that will develop, i n  the 
shortest possi ble time, those skills and techniques neces­
sary to t ype with  both speed and accuracy. 
Her opinion i s  that the first essential of success­
ful operation i s  hand comfort; t herefore, the primary empha­
sis is on hand position. In t hi s  work, as in other t yping 
work, the fingers must be placed i n  as normal a position as 
possi ble from t he standpoint of muscular construction. This 
requi rement preferably places them on four consecutive keys 
on the home row of t he keyboard. Si nce t here are ten keys 
to a row, not includi ng the extra keys, the logical position 
for either the ri ght or the left hand is with the fi ngers 
over the f, �' h, and j keys. In analyzing thi s  hand posi ­
tion, there are certain facts revealed: 
1. The hand i s  placed i n  the center of  the keyboard. 
9 
2 .  All of the keys of hi ghest frequency (e, t ,  �' �' 
�' and i ) ,  except t, are operated by tne index or 
t he little finger, t hat i s, by the finger wit h  
the widest spread and the longest reach. 
3.  All t he long reaches are made by t he index or the 
little finger. 
4. Consecutive-key hand position makes possible any 
adaptation of t he keyboard necessary t o  meet the 
indi vi dual need. 
The correlation and integration of t he materials were 
made t o  make t he text adaptable and usable with  t he standard 
typewriting texts eit her for t eacher-instructi on or for 
self-instruction purposes. 
Only a limited number of the operative parts of the 
typewriter will offer any problem t o  t he one-hand typist . 
Most of these parts can be operated by either the first or 
the little finger of t he usable hand, or by an able member 
of the other hand. If the student has one or two able mem-
bers on an incapacitat ed hand, they should be used on t he 
operati ve parts of the typewriter rather than on t he key­
board. Richardson explains the use of some of t he operative 
parts of the typewriter. 
The carriage throw is performed in the regular way by 
the left-handed typist, but the right-handed typi st must 
reach across the machine and " pull" the carri age over. 
The shi ft key operation can be performed in several 
ways, depending enti rely on the physical assets of the indi­
vidual. An incapacitated hand or arm, if  available and 
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usable, can perform the functi on i n  the usual manner. A 
piece of tape can be placed over the shift-ke y lever and 
around the hand, t he wrist, or any part of the lower arm 
which has sufficient strength to pull the s hift-key lever 
down. The tape could be made long enough to reach the floor 
so it could be placed around the foot or around the le g 
unde r the knee. I n  eithe r position the actual operation is 
performed by the up-and-down motion of the foot. 
Some operators would prefer operating the shift key 
with  t he index or the little finger, depending on the loca­
tion of the letter t o  be st ruck. This method, however, 
mi ght necessitate a complete rele ase of the fingers from the 
guide-key posit ion while striking the letter to be made in 
capitals. 
I n  most cases the space bar will be operate d by the 
thumb. I f  the t humb i s  mi ssing, and no usable member is 
available on the other hand, t he index finger can be used 
effectively. I f  preferred, the space bar can be operated  
by a piece of t ape in the same manner as the shift key. 
Some of t he functi onal ope rations are done the fol­
lowing way. Paper i s  inserted into the machine by lifting 
the paper bail away from the cylinder and toward the back, 
disengagi ng t he paper-release lever, inserting the paper 
behind the cyli nder far enough that it will not fall out, 
re-engaging the paper-release lever, and twirling the pape r 
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into the machine with the cylinder knob. If the paper will 
insert without disengaging the paper-release lever, then 
that step may be omitted. 
If the student is a right-handed typist, the copy 
should be placed to the left of the machine and the student 
should sit to the left of the machine. If he is a left­
handed typist, the copy should be placed to the right of the 
machine and he should sit slightly to the right of the 
machine. To eliminate any possibility of muscular strain 
caused by having the upper arm crowded against the body, 
place the chair sUfficiently to the right or left of the 
machine, depending on the hand to be used, so that the 
entire arm will have complete freedom of motion. Usually 
the right or left edge of the machine would be about in 
line with the center of the body. Some typists, especially 
those with short fingers or short arms, find it comfortable 
to have the machine turned at a slight angle to the body. 
Figure 1 on page 13 shows Richardson's Locating 
Chart for the Right Hand. The guide keys, f, �' h, and l' 
are in the middle of the home row of keys. The keys con­
trolled by each finger are indicated by F finger, G finger, 
H finger, and J finger, printed at the top of the chart. 
Richardson suggests looking at the fingers; placing them on 
the guide keys, f, �' h, and l; striking each of these keys 
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with a quick, controlled stroke to get t he feel of the 
stroking and key reaction; and making the reaches from t he f 
to d, ! to �' and f to a. When making the reaches to d, �' 
and a, t he g- and h-fingers will have to be raised slightly - - -
from t heir positions. The [- and !-fingers will have to be 
raised slightly when making the reaches with the j finger 
from the j to k, j to 1, and j to t he semicolon. - - - - -
The q, �' �' and �keys are up reaches wit h the f 
finger. The �' !_, £, and ! are down reaches wit h the f 
finger. The t is an up reach and the Q. is a down reach of 
the g finger. The y is an up reach and the n is a down 
reach of the h finger. The !!_, i, £, and p are up reaches 
and t he �' comma, period, and diagonal are down reaches of 
the j finger. The home key fingers s hould be lifted to give 
ease to the reaches, but one finger should st ay on a home 
key to guide the fingers back to the proper keys. I f  the 
fingers are short, the hand will have to 11 swing11 slightly 
from the wrist to t he left or t he right, whichever t he case 
may be. 
Figure 2 on page 14 shows Richardson's Locating Chart 
for t he Left Hand. The guide keys are f, [' h, and j. The 
keys controlled by each finger are indicated on t he chart 
the same way as they are shown for the right hand. Sugges­
tions for placing the fingers on the guide keys are t he same 
whether using t he right or the left hand. 
F 
finger 
Figure 1 
J 
finger 
88CDCD 
Nina K. Richard son's Location Chart for the Right Hand 
.... 
w 
F 
finger 
J 
finger 
CD CD CD\CD\CJ\CD CD CD CD CD 
8888 
888 
Figure 2 
8GCDCD 
Nina K. Richard son's Location Chart for the Left Hand 
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CHAPTER III 
A SUMMARY OF "TYPING FOR THE HANDICAPPED " 
In an article in the 1940 Journal of Business Educa­
tion, Richardson5 sets up keyboard assignments for the right 
and left hands as shown in Figures 3 and 4, pages 16 and 
17 respectively. 
The assignments for the left and right hands are con­
siderably different from the ones in her t ext printed in 
1946. On the keyboard chart assignment for t he right hand, 
the hand is placed in t he center of t he keyboard with two 
uncovered keys at the right and two at the left of t he 
machine with one uncovered key between each of  the guide 
keys. With the d, !_, j, and 1, as t he home keys, each of 
the first and second fingers is assigned three rows of keys 
to operate. Only two rows are left for weaker fingers, and 
the longest reaches are made by t he strongest fingers. 
On the keyboard chart assignment for t he left hand, 
the hand is placed a little to the left of the center of  the 
keyboard. The �' f, h, and k, are the home keys; therefore, 
the index or k finger controls four rows of keys. Only two 
rows are left for each of the other guide keys. 
5Nina K. Richardson, "Typing for the Handicapped, " 
Journal of Business Education, 16: 17-18, September 1940. 
D 
finger 
G 
finger 
J 
finger 
Figure 3 
L 
finger 
CDW 
Nina K. Richard son's Assignment for the Right Hand 
I-' 
(j\ 
s 
finger 
F 
fi nger 
H 
fi nger 
Figure 4 
K 
finger 
CD CD CD CD 
�1GCDCD 
Nina K. Richardson's Assi gnment for the Left Hand 
...... 
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CHAPTER IV 
A REVIEW OF HOSSFIELD'S 11 0NE-HAND TOUCH TYPEWRITING" 
The r, �' h, and 1_ keys are the home keys for the 
right hand in Hossfield's6 t ext. The four fingers should be 
held lightly on t hese keys and t he thumb should be held over 
the space bar. The location of all ot her keys on the type­
writer is learned in conjunction to t he home keys. Only one 
finger needs to be held in position on its home key as an 
anchor to locate easily the other home keys when all fingers 
are returned. 
The index finger on t he right hand is placed on the 
f; the middle, or second finger on the �; t hird finger on 
the h• and the fourt h or little finger on t he ; as shown in _, .IL. 
the fingering chart in Figure 5 on page 21. The forearm and 
hand should be sloping slightly downward, and t he fingers 
should strike t he keys with a quick, firm, rhyt hmic stroke. 
Hossfield stressed the importance of being conscious 
of each letter struck, learning t o  associate it wit h the 
home key of that particular finger, and st riving to t ype 
with even timing bet ween strokes. Correct typing is made up 
of finger stroking--not up and down arm movements. Rhythm 
in stroking is an important factor in building o f  speed and 
accuracy. 
6George L. Hossfield, "One Hand Touch Typewriting," 
Teaneck, New Jersey, 1947. 
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The first lesson gives a short exercise on the home 
keys, f, g, !!_, and l• Each time the carriage is returned, 
the right hand moves to the left side of the machine, and 
the thumb pulls the carriage back with a quick, short pull. 
The next step is to learn the keys adj acent to the home keys 
and to associate them with the home position of each indi­
vidual finger, thus covering the entire keyboard. A short 
exercise is then given on the home keys and the other keys 
nearest them. 
As the student progresses, slightly longer reaches 
are made. Make sure one finger is left on a home key so the 
other fingers will return quickly and easily to the proper 
keys. As the reaches become longer, more time and practice 
should be devoted to the mastery of the new keys. At this 
point, the typist will have a tendency to look down at the 
keyboard. Hossfield feels this will only handicap progress 
in touch typing. If the reach cannot be made to the far­
thest keys, such as figures and special characters, the hand 
could be moved one key in the proper direction to facilitate 
making the reach, then returned quickly. 
In shifting for a capital letter, an artificial hand 
or a stump of sufficient length may be used. 
To facilitate shifting in this manner, attempt to secure 
two shift key caps--rubber, if possible--and place both 
20 
on the left s hift key for greater elevation to eliminate 
the dip of the s hift key below the main frame of the 
typewriter. I 
When no artificial hand or s uitable s tump is available, it 
then becomes necessary to us e the shift key and the s hift 
lock. 
Hos sfield also has a touch s ystem for the left hand 
shown on the keyboard chart in Figure 6 on page 22. In this 
fingering plan, the home keys are d, f., �' and !!.• The 
little or fourth finger controls the q, !!_, �' �' !' �' !_, �' 
2, lt and d; the third or f. finger controls the 4, �' !_, and 
f; the second finger controls the �' �' £_, and g keys; and 
the first or � finger controls all the other letters, num­
bers, and character keys on the keyboard. 
Neither of these two texts by Hos sfield is considered 
a complete course. It is complete only to the extent of 
mastering the fundamentals or the basic theory of one-hand 
touch typewriting. From this point of learning on, a two­
hand typewriting text can be used advantageously. 
7Ibid. , p. 7R 
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Figure 5 
Fingering Plan of George L. Hossfield for the Right Hand 
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CHAPTER V 
A BRIEF PRESENTATION OF "TOUCH TYPEWRITING WITH ONE HAND" 
I n  an article "Touch Typewriting with One Hand, " 
Genevieve Cox8 submits a method of training one-handed type­
writing students used by Miss Lillian Bitzer, head of the 
typing department, Lacrosse Vocational School, Lacrosse, 
Wisconsin. Figure 7 on page 25  shows the chart used by her 
for the right hand. 
When the right hand is used, the fingers are placed 
over the i, k, 1, and i position. The l finger strikes two 
diagonal rows, the y6nh and the j u7m keys. The �finger 
strikes the ki8, keys, and the 1 finger strikes the 109. 
keys. The ; finger strikes the ;pO/ and the ¢i- keys. 
The right hand also assumes another position for home 
position--sdfg toward the left of the keyboard. The �fin­
ger strikes the aqz and the �keys. The d finger strikes 
the de3c keys, and the f finger strikes the fr4v keys. The 
[finger strikes the gt5b keys. 
When the keys on the left division of the keyboard 
are to be struck, the hand goes to the home position sdfg 
and reaches are made from this home key position. When keys 
on the right side of the keyboard are to be struck, the hand 
8Genevieve Cox, "Touch Typewriting with One Hand, " 
Typewr_iting News, 8:4, Spring 1937, p. 4. 
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goes back to the home keys on the right hand side of the 
machine and the reaches are made from this position. 
Figure 8 on page 26 shows the chart used by Cox for 
the left hand. When the left hand is used, fingers are 
placed over the asdf for the home position. The f finger 
strikes the fr4v and the �keys. The d finger is used on 
the de3c and the �finger strikes the sw2x ke ys. The a fin­
ger is used on the aqz keys. The left hand also assumes 
another home position--the hjkl keys. 
on the �' ;pO/, and the ¢i- keys. 
reaches to the k18, and the 1 finger 
The h finger controls the hy6n keys. 
� 
The 1 finge r is used 
The !:_ finger makes the 
strikes the ju7m keys. 
index 
finger 
index 
finger 
Figure 7 
little 
finger 
Keyboard Chart for the Right Hand by Genevieve Cox 
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CHAPTER VI 
A SUMMARY OF 11SOME SUGGESTIONS FO R TEACHING 
TYPEWRITING FOR ONE HAND" 
Thompson9 used the typewriting chart in Figure 9 on 
page 29 to demonstrate the hand position for the right hand 
only, and the chart in Figure 10 on page 30 to show the hand 
position for the left hand only. 
When the article was written, Thompson had had two 
students in his beginning typewriting classes who had the 
use of only one hand. One student could type thirty-five 
words a minute from new copy for fifteen minutes at the end 
of the first year. The other student reached a speed of 
forty words a minute from new copy on ten-minute tests by 
the end of the first year. Later the second student was 
writing one hundred words a minute. 
The results achieved by these two students were due 
to their own efforts because no special attention was given 
them after the presentation of the keyboard. Standard 
machines were used without any special devices or mechani­
cal aids. During the first few days, these two students 
%awrence E. Thompson, " Some Suggestions for Teaching 
Typewriting for One Hand,11 Typewriting News, Spring 1945, 
Vol. X:V. 
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were taught new reaches and machine control before time for 
the regular class meeting in order that they would not be 
too self-conscious in class. At no time during the first 
few weeks was their handicap mentioned in regular class. 
The keys marked in red are the home keys. Diagonal 
lines show the division of the keyboard to be struck with 
each home-key finger. 
For the right hand, fingers were placed on the home 
keys £, h, j, and 1. The first finger controlled the f, d, 
�' and �diagonals. The second finger controlled the h and 
� diagonals. The third finger controlled the j and k diago­
nals plus the ¢, !, and h.,yphen keys. In this hand position, 
one blank key was left between the home positions f and �' 
and one blank key between the ! and 1. This home key posi­
tion did not cause a strained hand position, and it dis­
tributed more work to the second and third finger. 
The left hand keyboard fingering position was differ-
ent. The �' f, g, and j, were used as home keys. The index 
finger controlled the 1 diagonal plus all of the other keys 
to the right of that diagonal. Besides this load, the 1 
finger also struck the n. The � or middle finger controlled 
all Of the � and h diagonals except the n. The f or ring 
finger controlled the f and d diagonals and the s or little 
finger controlled the s and �diagonals. 
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CHAPTER VII 
A BRIEF REVIEW OF "TYPING WITH ONE HAND" 
Dr. Jessie GrahamlO designed a text, "Typing with One 
Hand, 11 that is no longer in print. This text is divided 
into two parts as is Richardson's, one for the right hand 
and one for the left hand. A keyboard diagram with basic 
finger positions as suggested by Graham for the right hand 
is shown in Figure 11 on page 31· A keyboard diagram for 
the left hand is shown in Figure 12 on page 34. 
Graham begins with instructions for the right hand. 
Arrangement was used for home position of !!.' �' 1, and �' 
using the first, second, third, and fourth fingers, right 
hand, respectively. The student begins by typing a series 
of �·s, then a series of �'s, and then alternating them. 
The 1 and the l keys are introduced in the same manner. 
Later practice consists of exercises using the home keys in 
various combinations. 
The remainder of the keyboard is then introduced by 
individual keys in the following order: f, �' �' h, �' k, 
!' i' �' i, �' 1, shift key, !:_, �' �' !:' �' !' l.' tab key, 
b, E_, !_, i' comma, and !• 
lOJessie Graham, Type with One Hand, (Chicago: The 
H. M. Rowe Company, 191+5) 
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The keyboard for the student with a left hand is pre­
sented with the same technique as that used for the right 
hand, but the home keys and the finger load has been 
changed. 
Arrangement was used for home position of �' f, h, 
and k, using the fourth, third, second, and first fingers, 
left hand, respectively. 
When these home keys have been mastered, the remain­
der of the keyboard is presented in the following order: £,, 
1, �' �' �' 1, �' �' :!_, �' period, shift key, !' �' �' �' �' 
!!!_, !_, �' tab key, b, �' !_, �' comma, and z. 
No application is made to paragraphs or even short 
sentences in this text. Immediately after mastering the 
keyboard, students should follow the regular class program 
of instruction performing all the exercises and drills that 
are assigned to the remainder of the class. 
Paper is inserted into the typewriter by opening the 
paper bail, resting the paper against the paper bail, then 
grasping and turning the cylinder knob. For the functional 
operations of the machine, except for the insertion of the 
paper, the student is referred to the text he will use after 
mastering the keyboard. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
A SUMMARY OF "TEAC HING TYPEWRITING TO THE HANDICAPPED" 
Echkoll in an article in the 1945 Business Education 
World uses a different group of keys for the home position. 
Figure 13 on page 37  shows the finger assignments for the 
left hand. Figure 14 on page 38  shows the finger assignment 
for the right hand. 
The home keys for the typist with the left hand only 
are the !' f, �' and J..• The ! finger controls the qaz and 
�keys. The f finger strikes the edc and the rfv keys. 
The l finger is used on the tgb and yhn and the .ii.. finger 
controls the jum, ik,, olp, and the i• The space bar is 
operated with the left thumb. In this hand position, the 
index or .J_ finger is on the first home key. The next key, 
the h, is not one of the home keys. The �and [keys are 
the home keys for the second and third fingers. The d is 
not used as a home key. The s is the home position for the 
little finger. 
If the body becomes more fatigued from the sameness 
of position, Echko suggests an under-arm support coming from 
the back or from the seat of the chair for the one-armed 
llphyllis Breidenback Echko, "Teaching Typewriting to 
the Handicapped, "  Business Education World, 25: 531-34, 
June 1945. 
typist in order to maintain body balance, thus allowing for 
more movement of the body. 
The chair should be preferably of the swivel type 
with a back support, and one adjustable to the height of the 
individual. 
For those men who wish to be trained in typewrit­
ing for professional use, typewriting instructions 
should not begin until the patient is fully recovered 
and has been properly adjusted to an artificial limb 
that he may wear. If the man with one arm is trained to 
type before he is fully rehabilitated physically, he 
will be learning habits which will have to be changed. 
A man may be able to shift or space with his artificial 
or disabled arm. If he has been trained to type with 
the use of a foot device for shifting, the change from 
one method to another may prove detrimental to his 
equilibrium. 12 
The home keys for the typist with the right hand only 
is the d, �' h, and k. The index finger strikes the gaz, 
�' and edc keys, and uses as its home key the d. The next 
key, the f, is skipped and not used as a home position key. 
Home position for the middle finger is the � and the keys it 
serves are the !:£!. and tgb. The next key, the h, controls 
the yhn and the ujm. The � key is not used for home posi­
tion but is skipped. The little finger uses the k for its 
home position and strikes the i,k and ;pol. The thumb on 
the right hand operates the space bar. 
It is desirable to teach the keyboard slowly. This 
means short exercises, short words, and short lines with the 
intention of giving the student a feeling of progress. 
12Ibid. p. 532 
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CHAPTER IX 
A REVIEW OF 11TEACHING TYPEWRITING 
TO THOSE WHO HAVE LOST FINGERS OR A HAND11 
11Make the best possible use of whatever fingers the 
person has, 1 1 writes Zita Bellamy. 13 Some fingers may be 
weak and while they are able to control a few keys, they 
may fail miserably at a heavier load. The fact that a sat­
isfactory fingering for a person with certain specific fin­
gers missing has been developed is no surety that it is the 
best for another with the same type of amputation. Fingers 
vary between individuals as to strength as well as length 
of reach; therefore, a quite different division of the keys 
may be necessary. 
Find out which fingers the student can use. Try typ­
ing with those fingers which the student is to use. Experi­
ment in working out a satisfactory division of the keyboard. 
If a middle finger is missing, the index finger takes over 
the keys struck by the middle finger. There is no change in 
the hand position and no change of fingering except for the 
index finger. 
Have 
288, 
13zita c. Bellamy, " Teaching Typewriting to Those Who 
Lost Fin�ers or a Hand, " Balance Sheet, 25: 244-246, 
March 194-5. 
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Bellamy tells of a case of someone who lost the first 
two joints of his index and middle fingers on the right 
hand, all of the third finger on the right hand, and whose 
little finger on the same hand was a trifle stiff. Obvi­
ously, a finger which had lost two joints could not control 
more than one "diagonal" of keys on the typewriter. This 
meant that the somewhat stiff little finger, if used at all, 
must take its own normal load and the diagonal which the 
missing third finger should have taken. The one remaining 
joint of the middle finger could come over from the k to the 
1 diagonal, but in this case, the student's hands were large 
and the little finger could not rest on the ; as a home key. 
The index finger controlled the j diagonal, and the middle 
finger controlled the � diagonal. The little finger covered 
the regular keys plus the keys for the 1 finger. 
The left index finger controlled the r, �' and h 
diagonals. The other fingers of the left hand took normal 
fingering. A few new combinations had to be included such 
as the ; o; and ; . ; .  When the student started to learn the 
reaches for [and �' he found it easier to use the one 
remaining joint of the right index finger instead of the 
left index finger. 
CHAPTER X 
A SUMJvl".ARY OF 110NE-HAND TYPING 11 
Wycoffl4 believes that if it is at all possible, have 
the right-handed student use a machine with a right-hand 
carriage return and the left-handed student use a machine 
with a left-hand carriage return. 
As Wycoff was trying to solve the problem of deter­
mining the best keyboard assignment for a student he was 
teachi ng, he adopted the one suggested by Nina K. Richardson 
in which there is one vacant key between each two fingers 
and two keys vacant at each end of the row. 
The shi ft key would be operated by the use of the 
shift lock and released, unless the student had enough crip­
pled hand left to enable him to push down the shift key in 
the usual way. 
Encouragement i s  a most i mportant factor i n  teachi ng 
typing to the handicapped student. As soon as the student 
is able to write even the simplest words, give him half­
mi nute and minute test drills on them, and then compare the 
results favorably with the accompli shments of normal two-
handed typists. The handicapped pupil will feel that he is 
14J. E. Wycoff, "One-Handed Typing, " Business Educa­
ti on World, June 193 6, Volume 16, p. 801-2. 
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making extremely slow progress; therefore, it is important 
that the teacher convince him that he is doing a good grade 
of work. 
Only one new letter was taught each day. This was 
slow progress, but it was steady progress; and, with a great 
numbe r of keys to be le arned for each finger, it seemed to 
be le ss confusing than to try to teach more keys at a time. 
When instructions were given in making capitals, no new 
lette r was taught. In some of the later lessons, two keys 
were taught at one time , but for the most part, one new 
letter a day seemed sufficie nt. 
The lessons and drills were made up by Wycoff so that 
the student would have new material each day without having 
to cover the keyboard as rapidly as the text covered it. 
CHAPTER XI 
SPECIAL KEYBOARDS 
Probably the most scientific and exhaustive research 
on special keyboards has been done by D r. August Dvorak. 
Figure 15 on page 46 shows a special keyboard for the left 
hand. After years of research, Dvorak perfected a scien­
tific two-handed typist's keyboard which received national 
recognition for him in 1942. This keyboard is sho'WIJ. in 
Figure 17, page 66, Appendix A· 
Ben1 Aryl5 explained Dvorak's work on one-hand key­
boards in an article written in 1949. Dvorak perfected a 
simplified keyboard, one for each hand, for an acquaintance 
that had lost an arm in battle during World War II. 
This simplified arrangement puts letters in four rows 
toward the center of the keyboard and the numbers and sym­
bols on the outer edges. The twenty-three keys that account 
for 96 per cent of the strokes are reachable from home posi­
tions. All of the alphabet, plus the comma and period, are 
reached from the home keys. 
On the scientific keyboard, the typist with only a 
left hand has only a little over 15 per cent of the stroking 
15Ruth Ben'Ary, " Scientific One-Hand Keyboards for 
One-Hand T:f;pists,11 Modern Business Education, pp. 8-12, 
November 1949. 
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to do with the little finger compared to 43 per cent on the 
standard keyboard. The third or ring finger does a little 
over 18 per cent of the stroking; the middle finger between 
29 and 30  per cent; the first or index finger 3 6  to 37 per 
cent. This gives a distribution more equal to the strength 
of the finger. 
Even though 96 per cent of the strokes are reachable 
from home position, it is necessary on occasion to leave the 
guide keys. To be able to return quickly to the home posi­
tion, guide keys could be marked with a rubber cap or some 
other method of easy identification. 
Using guide keys as shown in Richardson's text, 
Dvorakl6 says only 68 per cent of ordinary typewriting is 
done on the twenty-three keys easily reachable from that 
home position. Twelve per cent of ordinary typewriting is 
done on the �' �' �' p, punctuation marks, and special char­
acters, and cannot be reached without leaving the guide 
keys. Many entire words must be typed with the little and 
index finger for one-handed typists. The little and index 
fingers perform 71 per cent of all the typing motions while 
the strong middle and ring fingers do only 29 per cent. On 
Dvorak1s one-hand keyboard for the right hand, Figure 16, 
16commander August Dvorak, USNR, "A. One-Hand Key­
board for One-Handers, " Handicap, April 1949. 
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page 47, a dotted line encircles the center twenty-three 
keys. The per cent of load on each finger for the right 
hand on the scientific keyboard is a little over 15 per cent 
for the little finger, 18 per cent plus for the third fin­
ger, 29 per cent plus for the middle finger, and 3 6  per cent 
plus for the index finger. The contrast with the standard 
is shown by the following percentages: 28 per cent for the 
little finger, 16 per cent for the third finger, 13 per 
cent for the middle finger, and 43 per cent for the index 
finger. 
One disadvantage to using a non-standard keyboard is 
that the one-handed typist must carry his own typewriter, as 
he will be trained for this particular machine. A type­
writer can be converted to the keyboard arrangement desired 
at a low cost, but Dvorak suggests ordering direct from the 
company. Dvorak leaves the impression that typewriter com­
panies are not very cooperative in supplying a special key­
board arrangement on a machine. 
Figures 18 and 19 in Appendix A on pages 67 and 68 
are two charts that show the keyboards for two special 
machines, prepared by IBM, for the use of one-handed typists. 
These machines were experimental. 
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CHAPTER XII 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The typewriter has been in use close to three­
quarters of a century, but only during the past half century 
has it been discovered that the typewriter could be operated 
at a much faster pace by using all of the fingers and the 
touch-typing system. This touch-typing technique was first 
perfected in 1910 by Frank E. McGurrin, Grand Rapids, 
Michigan. 17 Previous to this time, most of the typing was 
done by the hunt-and-peck system with not more than three or 
four fingers doing the complete operation. Before discovery 
of the touch system, typists with hand difficulties had been 
able to keep up with the other typists, but touch-typing 
enabled the average typist to greatly increase his speed. 
I. CONCLUSIONS 
Many teachers have helped students with handicapped 
hands to attain some degree of skill in touch-typewriting. 
Many of these teachers failed to record their improvised 
methods and techniques of teaching handicapped students; 
therefore, the value of their experiences has never reached 
17Blackstone and Smith, op. cit., p. 7. 
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other teachers. Some teachers and other experienced workers 
have written accounts of their experiences and have had them 
published. Others have done research in the field and com­
piled helpful information for those who avail themselves of 
it. Not enough information has been made available to the 
average teacher. Teachers that have not had the opportunity 
to assist handicapped students would not be likely to know 
where to begin in instructing the student with a missing 
hand or with disfigured or missing digits. 
As was stated earlier in this paper, it takes many 
hours of training to acquire a marketable ability on the 
typewriter. Some students with hand difficulties have 
learned to operate the typewriter at speeds higher than the 
average student can type. To be employable, however, the 
handicapped typist must compete on an equal basis with the 
normal person, even though he may have only 50 per cent of 
his equipment. Many an office position calls for more than 
forty or fifty words a minute, and such levels have been 
and can be attained by handicapped persons, even those with 
only one hand. One acquaintance of the investigator at the 
end of one year of typing with the right hand only was writ­
ing at the rate of thirty-five words per minute with only 
three errors. 
If the handicapped student shows a real desire to 
learn typewriting, it should be a great personal gain and 
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satisfaction to the teacher to aid that student in preparing 
himself to better fit into modern society. Perhaps the 
teacher of students with hand difficulties will be able to 
find some assistance in the findings of this paper. 
II. RECOMMENDATIONS 
The initial problem in teaching the handicapped stu­
dent to typewrite is that of a keyboard assignment. An 
analysis of the physical assets of the student needs to be 
made before adopting any suggested keyboard assignments in 
its entirety. Individual instructions should be adjusted to 
fit the student's needs. The range of hand disability may 
vary from a single incapacitated finger to a useless hand. 
Those fingers may be any one, and the hand may be either 
right or left. This makes it impossible to plan any one 
set of home fingers for all cases. All fingers on both 
hands should be used in order to keep the balance of opera­
tion as nearly normal as possible. All able members of 
either hand are assigned a definite part of the work. Stu­
dents having to depend on what fingers they have, will 
probably have developed greater strength, dexterity, and 
control of those fingers than would be found in a normal 
individual. 
After an analysis of the fingers the student can use 
and which keys he can reach, a satisfactory division of the 
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keyboard can be chosen. When the keyboard division has been 
made , an experime nt, using only the finge rs which the stu­
dent will be using, will help de termine if the prope r divi­
sion has been made. Reasonable suggestions from the student 
may be accepted and poor proce dures rejected. 
The first time the chart is presented to the student, 
it is helpful to have the home keys marked on the chart 
indicating, through the use of colors or numbers, which fin­
ger will operate certain keys when they are introduced. The 
lesson should be covered slowly at the beginning so that the 
pupil gets his reache s by touch. The stude nt should type by 
touch regardless of how slowly he may have to go at first or 
how many mistakes he may make. Because the fingers have 
many more keys to strike and much longer reaches to make , 
work must be take n slowly and teaching periods must be 
shorter than usual. By shortening the writing line , the 
student will have a feeling of greater accomplishment. 
After the finge rs become accustomed to the long reaches and 
are "in co ndition, "  the line of writing and the length of 
teaching pe riods should gradually be increased. 
Manipulation drills for the home keys and subsequent 
· keys must be worked out carefully and systematically. The 
student needs to continue with these drills until he has a 
comple te mastery of all the keys necessary for the first 
lesson in the regular textbook. 
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The ins tructions for s troking that are found in any 
reliable textbook may be us ed. Clos e s upervis ion by the 
teacher will be required to prevent the s tudent from " punch­
ing" the keys . The tendency to punch the keys is caus ed by 
the longer reaches . 
After the s tudent has mas tered his s pecial keyboard 
and is us ing the regular text, he mus t be put on par with 
the other students and be required to do at leas t a compara­
tive amount of work. He s hould expect no concess ions , and 
the teacher mus t not overlook errors or dis crepancies that 
would not be overlooked for normal s tudents . The handi­
capped s tudent needs much prais e and encouragement to keep 
him interes ted and enthus ias tic about his accomplis hments . 
If the teacher will s how enthus ias m, the s tudent will have 
more enthus iasm and not be s o  eas ily dis couraged. It is of 
great importance that the handicapped s tudent be neither 
coddled nor left entirely to his own devices . He is enti­
tled to a true comparis on of his efforts with normal s tu­
dents without any allowance made for his handicap. He 
s hould have the feeling of being " one of the gang. 11 
The handicapped s tudent mus t believe that he will not 
be a handicap to hims elf or the teacher, and the teacher 
mus t s hare this philos ophy. The s tudent's attitude toward 
his own handicap will be a direct reflection of the 
teacher's attitude toward him. The teacher mus t believe 
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firmly in his ability as a teacher and not make obvious con­
cessions to the student. 
After the keyboard division is worked out in a satis­
factory manner, only a few of the other machine operations 
will offer any problem, depending on the make of typewriter 
being used. These problems may be worked out by the teacher 
and student, but ordinarily the student will be able to 
discover the easiest way to operate the rest of the machine. 
The shift key operation can be performed in numerous 
ways. Some students might be able to use the shift key with 
the index or little finger; however, the fingers might have 
to be moved from the home keys. There would be the possi­
bility of returning the fingers to the wrong keys or taking 
their eyes from the copy to find their home position. If  
the fingers are too short or stiff to reach the shift key, 
this situation can be helped to some extent by building the 
shift key up to permit the fingers to reach a greater dis­
tance from the shift key. A piece of string or tape may be 
used extended from the shift key to the leg under the knee 
or placed around the foot, the actual operation being per­
formed by the up-and-down movement of the foot. Some stu­
dents might find the available thumb an efficient means of 
shifting if the reach is not too far. For other keys the 
shift must be locked and released. An artificial hand or 
stump of sufficient length may be used. If  the stump is too 
short, a lever can be fastened to the side of the machine 
frame. This lever will be so attached that when pivoted it 
will depress the shift key. The other end of this lever 
will be fastened to the arm stub by means of a cord and 
adjusted so that by a backward motion of the stub the lever 
will depress the key. A cap can be attached over the shift 
key to raise it so that the depression of the shift will not 
interfere with other keys or the frame of the machine. 
The carriage throw will probably offer little trouble. 
The carriage return ca n be made in the usual way if the stu­
dent has use of his left hand or arm. If he has use of only 
his right hand, he can reach his right hand across the 
machine and pull the carriage with a quick pull. 
The space bar can be operate d in the usual manner by 
the thumb. When the thumb is missing, the index finger 
could be used effectively, or any finger that the typist can 
quickly and efficiently move to the space bar. If need be, 
the space bar could be operated with a string or tape in the 
same manner as the shift key. 
In paper insertion, the paper bail can be raised or 
opened, the paper laid lightly on the paper table and behind 
the platen, then rolled into the machine with the proper 
cylinder knob. In case of difficulty in losing the paper, 
the paper release lever may be used so the paper will insert 
farther into the machine and not fall out. 
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The keyboard divisi on used by Ri chardson and 
Hossfield seems to be best i f  the student has use of the 
right hand only. For the rig ht hand, the home keys are on 
fghj wi th the £ finger striking all keys to the left of the 
diagonal for the f key. The � finger strikes only the one 
diagonal--bgt5, the h fi nger controlling all keys from the 
! di agonal to the ri ght of the machine. In usi ng this home 
positi on, the hand i s  centrally located on the keyboard and 
the keys of highest frequency (�, t, �' �' �' and i ) ,  except 
!' are operated by the finger wi th the widest spread and the 
longest reach. Three of these keys, the �' �' and �' are 
struck wi th the i ndex fi nger. The t i s  controlled with the 
middle finger, and the little finger makes an easy reach to 
the t and £• Because of the natural slant of the keys, the 
right hand has easy access to all of the keys of the alpha­
bet. Only three character keys at the extreme right of the 
machine will offer any difficulty for the small hand and no 
difficulty for the student with long fingers. 
The keyboard divi si on for the left hand by Richardson 
or the one by Hossfi eld would be practical, depending on the 
individual and the length and strength of his fingers. 
Richardson uses the fghj for home posi ti on for the left hand 
and Hossfield uses the dfgh. Hossfield's viewpoint i s  that 
because of the di agonal slope of the keys, the reaches are 
harder to make wi th the little fi nger than when the i ndex 
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finger is used; therefore, a different home position is used 
for each hand. 
Assuming the student has a perfect right hand with a 
thumb and index finger on the left hand, the keyboard 
assignment can be revised so the left index finger can be 
made to operate the �' �' and 2_, using � as home key. The 
left hand is used for the carriage throw and all possible 
shift key work. If the student has a perfect left hand with 
thumb and index finger on the right hand, the right index 
finger can be me.de to operate the k, !_, and i. diagonals with 
1 as home position. The 1 finger or right thumb co uld also 
pick up the !!l. if the reach seemed too long to be reached by 
the f.. finger. 
When a middle finger is missing on either hand, the 
index finger takes over the keys struck by the middle fin­
ger. There is no change in the hand position and no change 
of fingering except for the index finger. 
When the ring finger is missing from either hand, the 
middle finger takes over for the missing finger and strikes 
the diagonal of keys for the ring finger plus its own normal 
load. There is no change in hand position and no change of 
fingering except for the middle finger. 
A little finger missing on either hand would cause 
very little change in fingering. The ring finger, not 
overly burdened with work anyway, takes over for both fin­
gers. No other change is made. 
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When the left index finger is missing, the middle 
finger assumes that position plus its original d position. 
If the right index finger is missing, the middle finger can 
take over the h, !_, �' '!!_, and !!!.· The natural slant of the 
typewriter keys makes the reach to the i and 6 a difficult 
one. These two keys are easily reached with the index 
finger on the left hand. 
The ring finger takes over for the little finger and 
the middle finger for the index finger when the left hand 
has only the two middle fingers on the left hand. The s 
finger strikes the �' �' �' !!' �' and !,; and the d finger 
takes over the �' f, [, !' �' !' £, !' and b when only the 
two middle fingers are on the left hand. The � finger takes 
its own position in addition to the keys for the missing 
little finger when the right hand has only the two middle 
fingers. The k finger also controls the l' h, �' �' �' and 
m. The f finger on the left hand can strike the � and 6 if 
they seem too far away for the !_ finger. 
The same keyboard arrangement should be used for a 
hand with the third and fourth fingers missing as would be 
used for the normal hand position except that the middle 
finger take its own load in addition to those for the miss­
ing ring and little fingers. 
Move the fingers over and use the � and d as home 
keys if  the left hand has the thumb and first and second 
fingers missing. Each digit wi ll control two di agonals of 
keys. The i ndex fi nger on the right hand will assume 
another di agonal row--the �' t, b, and � keys. When the 
right hand has the thumb, first finger, and second finger 
mi ssi ng, the fi ngers move over and use the k and 1 as home 
keys. The ring finger will control the �' i, !' k, �' and 
comma. The little fi nger controls the p, o, 1, ; , peri od, 
- - -
-
diagonal li ne, and the three character keys at the extreme 
right of the machi ne. The index finger on the left hand 
will assume the i' h, 6, and �' and also the 7 if  it i s  a 
diffi cult reach for the ri ng finger. 
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When the mi ddle and the ring fingers on ei ther hand 
are mi ssi ng, the index fi nger takes the di agonal row of keys 
ordinarily struck with the middle finger. The little fi n­
ger assumes another diagonal, that of the missi ng ri ng 
finger. 
Only a few of the many articles studied have been 
summarized i n  thi s paper, but all arti cles have contributed 
greatly to the understandi ng of the difficulties encountered 
by handicapped students and teachers of students wi th hand 
diffi culties. The teacher will have to work along with the 
student i n  deci di ng the proper keyboard assignment to fit 
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the s tudent ' s  need. Hand comfort for the s tudent is very 
ess enti al. A s atis factory fingeri ng for a pers on with cer­
tain s pecifi c missing fi ngers is no s urety that i t  is the 
bes t for another s tudent with the s ame type of handi cap. 
Fingers vary between i ndividuals as to s trength as well as 
length of reach; therefore, a different keyboard assignment 
may be necessary even for identi cal handi caps . 
What more can be done to further aid the teachers of 
handi capped s tudents ? What more can be done for the s tudent 
with hand diffi culties ? What can be done to help the cere­
bral palsi ed, the paralyzed, and the bli nd s tudent to reach 
a s ufficient profi ci ency on the typewri ter? Thes e and many 
more unans wered ques tions could be us ed as a basis for 
further res earch for the traini ng of handi capped pers ons . 
The handi caps menti oned i n  this recommendati on are 
not li kely to i nclude all possible types of handi capped 
hands that might appear i n  the typewri ting clas s ,  but any 
teacher of s tudents wi th hand difficulties s hould be able 
to fi nd s ome assis tance from this paper. 
The i nvestigator recommends that teachers i nteres ted 
in the handi capped s tudent conduct further s tudies i n  the 
field of typewriting for the handicapped. 
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Figure 17 
Dvorak' s Scientifi c ( Simp lified ) Keyboard for Both Hands 
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Figure 18 
A Keyboard Assignment Prep ared by IBM for a Sp ecial Machine °' 
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Figure 19 
A Keyboard Assignment Prepared by IBM for a Special Machine 
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I 'm Bui ld ing a 
With One 
Business 
Hand 
by Fern Thomas 
A YEAR AGO I became paralyzed o n  my entire left side, and spent six months flat on 
my back in a hospital. Previous to my accident, I 
had been working as a secretary and fast touch 
typist, earning a good salary. As I lay in my 
little white bed in the hospital, I worried about 
how I was going to make my living with the use 
of only one hand, and having only one leg to 
stand on. 
I finally decided to stop feeling sorry for my­
self for what I didn't have, for what had been 
taken away from me, and to thank my lucky stars 
for what I had left. One hand and one leg are 
better than none at all, and I decided to put my 
hand to some use to enable me to earn at least 
part of my living expeme. The moment I started 
to help myself, the whole world grew brighter. 
I believe it is very important that the handicapped 
person learn to do at least one thing well. My 
greatest need was the need to support myself. 
To make a long story short, I decided to learn 
to type with one hand, and to learn to type well 
enough to make some money. I had my portable 
typewriter brought to the hospital, and started 
practicing typing the hunt and peck system, with 
my right hand. I soon came to the conclusion 
that I wouldn't get v'ery far in the business 
world unless I made that one hand type accord­
ing to the touch method. I started writing 
letters of inquiry, and then one day I received 
a reply from the ten times winner of the world's 
professional typing championship. He had figured 
out a system of one hand typing for the handi­
capped, and had this system published i n  an 
instruction book. I sent for his book, *  and he 
was very helpful with suggestions by letter for 
some time afterward. 
In my sm
_
all, near north side, Chicago apart­
ment I pracliced on a manual machine, then pur­
chased an electric typewriter. Before I had per­
fected my touch typing, I w.•s offered a job 
addressing envelopes. My, I can't tell you how 
wonderful it felt to be able to earn a few dollars. 
Then, when I had a typing speed of 4 5 words 
per minute, with only a few errors, and was 
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turning out clean copy, two tine girls who run 
a letter shop gave me some form letters to type, 
and other overflow business. 
After I had a few typing job>, I decided to 
teach myself shorthand, and use the dictating 
machines, and open a secretarial service in my 
home. It didn't take long, and the first thing I 
knew I had my very own, steady customers. They 
would dictate their correspondence onto cylinders 
in their offices ; I would have the cylinders picked 
up, transcribe them at home, and mail back the 
finished work. I also took letters down in short­
hand, over the telephone. The phone company 
installed a head set on the receiver of my stand­
ing desk phone, at no extra charge, thus leaving 
my one hand f rec to hold a pencil. 
This is not a "Success Story" by any means. 
Rather it is my experience in how I started a 
secretarial service in my own home. I've only 
been operating a few months, but I am holding 
my customers. As soon as I get my one-hand­
typing-speed up to 60 or 75 words per mi nute 
(and it can be done ) ,  so that I can take in rush 
work, I'll start to expand, maybe get an office and 
hire some girls. Anything can happen, day after 
day, after tomorrow, once you start ! 
� ·· o n e  Hand T o u c h  T y p e wr i t i n 1  f o r  t h e  K i g h t  or L e f t  
Hand , '' ava i l a b l e  a t  $ 1  f o r  e i t h e r  t e x t  f r o m  G e o r � e  
L. H o s s f i e l d ,  1 3 l l1 Hud s on H o a d ,  T e a n e c k , s ,  J ,  
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Patients 
who type 
REMO TE-CONTROL 
G R A C E  P A U L  
0 1\ E  O F  THE \!OST intt·n·sting 
typt'\\Titcrs C\"('f built has never 
hl'en rnanufact11rt'{l con1mt>rcially . 
And it probahh 1 1ewr will he. It is 
a t\vo-part typ{'\Vriter designed for 
hantlicappe<l persons hv International 
Husiness �1achincs co111pany. 
The machine """ dl'velope<l at the 
sugg<'stion of \lrs.  Thomas Jol in Wat­
son, \\·ifc of t hl' prl'sid<'nt of IB"'I. 
Observing paralyzed vl'!erans who 
struggk·d to do som<'thing with their 
11st•less fingers, \!rs. \\'atson won­
tkred if some of t!ll'tn could not us<' 
a11 electric ty·pewriter. 
Getting an ell'C'tric machine into 
the right position for tvping was a 
problem, howe\'l'r. for all electric 
typewritt'rs arc too l1eavy to place on 
a patit>nt's stomach. Slw dt'eided that 
a lightwl'ight ked)Oanl mmldn't be 
too hea\'\' for tlw patients if the type­
writer could he rmuh· to perform by 
remote control. 
Thl' plan work . . <l. Fourteen of 
these specially dt's i l(1wtl tYp<'writrrs 
\\TI"t' Sl'athTecl i 1 1  ,·t·h·rans· hospitals 
l ron1  coast to ('oast . Four \\·�r<' snp · 
plied h) pri \·at t ' i 1 1d i,·id11.ds.  'rlit· good 
ttt·co1npli�!lt 'd l >� t l ie1 1 1  e<t11 prohahly 
llt'vt·r hl' kno\\' l l .  \'f'r� \Vf'ak patie1 1ts,  
,,·ho lll'l'd<'<l to CllllSl'r\ e thl'ir strength, 
have been allowt'd to start typing 
months before they would othPrwise 
haVt· been abh·. Heart mses, also 
without exerting tlll'msl'lvPs, liav<' 
hl't'n able to wr itl' on th" spt'eial 
n1aehines. 
Paralyzed patients with little move-
m<·nt in their hands can operate the 
typPwriter because the slightest touch 
will move the ke,·s. Therapists have 
<kvised fin ger stalls to give weakened 
fingers t'IHJ11gh strength to depress the 
keys even before the hands can be 
moved voluntarily. 
One tllt'rapist, watching a patient 
type, remarked : "Even if he wen· 
learning nothing, the rxcrcise for 
those Wl'akt'ned fingt>rs is wonderful. "  
Typing i s  classed a s  educational ther­
apy, but ma11y doctors prescribe it 
inst Pad of occupational therapy. I t ·  
provides exercise, and the patient be­
comes far mon· interested in typing 
because he is aceomplishing somr­
thing for himself. 
One patient, who was paralyzed 
from the neck down, had no hope of 
writing again. He was depressed lw­
canse he couldn't write to Iris little 
danghtPrs. When thr therapist sug-
IT IS FITIING rlwt the remote­
control t111wll'rifcr rcas p reparrd 
for lwndimpped prrsnns. lw­
ca11se thl'  u·ritin� 111achiuc 1cas 
origina/11/ cfrn·lop"d to sur11101111f 
handicaps, rL< tl'dl as to provid" 
neater work. I A 111achi11e f01' the 
l>lind uxi' made as early as 
J 850.) A factor now taken for 
granted-tl1e ahility of the type­
u:riter to perform f<L,ter than a 
person can tcrite-was 1111/ieard­
of tlren. 
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gestt>d typi11g, he was enthusiastic; 
he followed a 11 the exercises care­
fully. Two of his fingers were braced, 
and he hegan a series of exercises to 
enable him to reach all keys. Although 
he could not move his hands , before 
long he could reach all the letters 
and some of the punctuation. 
His first letter wasn't perfect, but 
to his family it was an indication that 
he might recover, and to him it was 
a battle won . He took new interest 
in life, began to plan what a paralyzed 
person could do, and he eventually 
was dismissed, well enough to go into 
husiness for himself. 
\lore fortunate was the lawyer who 
was ablP to finish college before being 
afflicted with polio. Both his hands 
and his entire body from the neck 
down were paralyzed. He learned to 
type on the remote-control typewriter, 
dt>w•loped enough strength in his 
hands, and then progressed to the 
whePl chair. He is still unable to walk, 
and his arms will scarcely move, but 
lw has a fin<' position as a lawyer. 
A11other patient used the typewriter 
to take care of Iris mail-order business 
long lwfon· he was out of bed, much 
lPss out of the hospital. 
Th<'sl' are a few of the patients 
who have taken a new lease on life 
because of this unusual typewritn 
that gave them new hope. And. 
though never built in quantity, the 
remote-control typewriter has eamed 
its small niche in the history of the 
\Vriting machine. 
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Illu stration I 
A Sling Supports 
Student "A ·.," 
Right Arm 
I l l u stration l 
Student ' ' A "  Wears A Vi�ital Rl'traction Brace on l kr Ldt Hand 
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I l l u s t r a t ion 3 
St udl'nt ' ' B "  Ty 1w� w i t h  lfoth ! l a n d s  Even Thou�h the RiJtht One is Paraly Ll'd 
I l l u s t ra t ion 4 I l l u s t ration 5 
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APPENDIX C 
c 0 p y 
Dr. George Hossfield 
Educational Specialist 
Underwood Typewri ting Co. 
One Park Avenue 
New York, New York 
Dear Dr. Hossfield: 
I am working on my Masters paper at 
Eastern Illi nois University and I have been 
referred to you for help by Dr. James M. 
Thompson, Head of Business Department, 
Eastern Illinois University, Charleston, 
Illi nois. 
The title of my paper i s  "The Student 
with Hand Difficulties i n  Typewriting. " I 
would like to i nclude one-hand typing, hand 
positions with several fingers missing, etc. 
As there i s  very li ttle written on this sub­
ject, Dr. Thompson recommended that I write 
to you for information. 
I will greatly appreciate any help you 
can give me or advi ce as to where I can fi nd 
help. 
Very truly yours, 
Kenneth A. Tucker 
106 N. Oak Street 
Villa Grove, Ill. 
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(Copies sent to five leadi ng typewriter manufacturers) 
Dear 
c 0 p y 
. 
-------· 
As part of my graduate study in Business 
Educati on at Eastern Illi nois Universit y, I 
am preparing my masters pape r on "The Student 
with  Hand Difficulties in Typewriting. " 
If you have any ci rculars, adve rti sing 
materials, bulletins, or any other  material or 
informati on t hat pertains t o  this subject, 
wi ll yo u please send them t o  me in the enclosed 
envelope or any ot her  convenient way. 
I would like t o  include one-hand typing, 
hand positions with several fingers missing, etc. 
There seems to be very little material on 
this s ubject s o  I will great ly appreciate any 
material or advice that you can give me. 
Very truly yours, 
Kenneth A. Tucker 
106 N. Oak Street 
Vi lla Grove , Ill. 
(Copies of thi s  letter were sent to publishing 
companies, re habilitation center, and busi nes s 
educators. ) 
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